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5. in april 2018, just about a week before the wedding, an anonymous source told
e! news that rihanna chose not to attend the wedding of her ex-boyfriend chris

brown and drake. when the news of the wedding made headlines, the source then
claimed that rihanna did not want to attend the wedding because chris brown

would be there. this was all a rumour that then later proved to be true. chris brown
was indeed a part of the wedding as his presence was revealed when he showed up
in the limo hired to take rihanna and drake to the wedding. rihanna did not attend

the wedding of chris and drake and it was obvious as the wedding where full of
both rihanna’s ex-boyfriends and she did not want to attend as she did not want

the attention from chris brown. drake even referred to her as a “felon” in his
address at the wedding on stage. the reason for this to happen though is not clear
but the two ex-lovers seem to be really happy about their new found friendship. 6.

these days, chris brown and his girlfriend reginae are working hard to get a place of
their own. the couple firstly started renting a place in west los angeles and they
can now see the new place in the mall. whether they will keep on this place or

move somewhere else is all up to the future and the timing of the purchase of the
new place. the new place is a 2 bedroom apartment in west los angeles and chris

and reginae are both eager about the place as it will have the luxury that they both
like. chris said that he will be a better man now that he is in a new place with his
partner. 2. often it would have been the same person but he never addressed it.

because he was fighting against a man who he saw himself. who had been his first
boyfriend and whom rihanna is now dating. the us health commissioner wrote an

opinion which underlined that chris brown is indeed in breach of the law. we do not
see that he is a monster or a bad person. he is just a man who got a little bit drunk,

hit a woman hard in the face, but you can not say that he is a monster. its like
somebody who gets a little bit drunk, maybe hits his wife a little bit, but he would

not have to be punished.
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5. tokyo’s skytree is among the
world’s tallest buildings. its

height is as high as 188 metres,
or 620 feet, towering above the

skyscrapers in the city’s red-light
district, and is the tallest

freestanding structure in japan. it
was completed in july 2011, and

opened on october 1. the tv
tower was used by abc for the

popular tv show, “wanted”. it has
stood in the city’s omotesando
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district since 2011. 3. the latest
news of chris browns wedding to

drake, who is rihanna’s ex-
boyfriend, is actually not that
shocking after all. but it was a
chance to catch a glimpse of

both of rihannas ex-boyfriends
together at the wedding. drake,

who was the best man at the
wedding was really happy to see
chris and rihanna together and

said he is very proud of her. chris
was obviously excited about his
wedding and was really happy to
be reunited with rihanna at the
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wedding. chris brown was just as
happy to see rihanna and drake
together and said he is happy
about the happiness the two

were showing. rihanna was the
star of the evening with her

designer dress and her stunning
make-up. when asked to

comment on her wedding, she
smiled and said that she was
blessed with great parents, a

husband, and fans that look after
her. 4. in 2013, chris brown,
rihanna’s ex-boyfriend, was
arrested and charged with
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domestic violence for the third
time, which made the police

force to place her under house
arrest. since then, chris has been

accused of abusing rihanna
several times including giving her

black eyes. he has also been
under investigation for

threatening to kill her and has
been charged with assault. but

what really makes the person ask
questions is his violent outburst

on the night of the party after the
fight. trashed the party, shoved a
12-year-old and threatened to kill
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